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More now than ever has general immunity and health been on the forefront of our               

minds. However, the concept that you can “boost” your immunity with some magic concoction              

has caused wide debate among the general public fueled by many supplement companies.             

Many new ingredients have surfaced with claims of super natural immunity but have simply              

lacked any real scientific or clinical evidence for their effectiveness. The truth is that our natural                

healthy immune system is as good as it gets to identify, isolate and fight off foreign pathogens it                  

comes into contact with. Outside of vaccinations, our immune system simply can’t get any              

better, but that doesn’t mean that everybody has a fully optimally functioning immune system              

already. Poor sleep quality, high levels of stress, pollution, suboptimal nutrition and even the              

metabolic demands of tissue repair or recovery from exercise puts additional strain on your              

immune system, takes resources away from producing immune components and actively           

impedes your ability to fight off pathogens as they are introduced into your body. We are                

exposed to thousands of pathogens every day through the air, in water and on food, plants,                

animals, even our own skin. The critical difference between getting sick from these pathogens              

and not even noticing them at all has to do with the strength, speed and efficiency of your                  

immune system. We introduce these pathogens in very small quantities, and as long as they are                

detected and eliminated early, you feel nothing, but even a slight delay in this process leads to                 

the pathogen replicating itself to higher and higher levels that overwhelm the innate immune              

system. If this happens and your immune response falls behind even a little bit, your body                

needs to engage in a full mounted response to ramp up the defenses and that’s when you feel                  

sick. Thus, the key to optimal immunity is not in some magic compound but rather in core                 

nutrients that have been widely accepted to play a substantial role in supporting a healthy and                

ready-to-act immune system. 
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The immune system is a very sophisticated network of physical barriers and            

chemical barriers along with cellular systems of pathogen detection, pathogen destruction and            

pathogen elimination. Three major factors seem to play a role into how our immune systems are                

substandard. #1. It has been established that the complex and integrated immune system             

requires and actively depletes multiple specific micronutrients including vitamins D, C, B6 and             

B12, zinc and selenium, which play vital and synergistic roles at every stage of the immune                

response. Adequate amounts of these nutrients are essential to ensure the proper function of              

physical barriers and immune cells and they need to be constantly replenished. #2. Despite best               

attempts to achieve ideal nourishment, many men and women are simply deficient in one or               

more of these critical micronutrients and are unable to keep up with an active immune system.                

#3. This may be surprising, not only do many people have suboptimal levels of not just one but                  

several micronutrients, but to achieve full immune function, dietary intakes higher than the             

current recommended dietary allowances are necessary. 

The complexities of the specific immune functions will not be covered in this             

article but instead this article will cover how a few simple common nutrients at the appropriate                

doses found in Immune Factor™ have been widely researched in the field of immunology to               

achieve optimal immune health and defense.  

Vitamin Complex 

Many vitamins play an important role in immune function and regulation. Immune            

Factor™ places an emphasis on 4 specific vitamins that have the largest impact on immune               

health. The recommended daily allowance (RDA) of specific vitamins are considered to be the              

minimums in which general health may be achieved. However, there is no shortage of evidence               
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that doses higher than the RDA will convey additional health benefits. Immune Factor™             

contains 823% of Vitamin B6, 250% of Vitamin B12, 2,222% of Vitamin C and 835% of Vitamin                 

D3. Together this vitamin complex all works together to optimize your immune response.  

Vitamin B12 plays an important role in white blood cell production and white             

cells are essential components for the destruction of foreign pathogens. It has been reported              

that vitamin B12 deficiency caused a suppression of immune responses to viruses and bacteria.              

However, in a human clinical trial, vitamin B12 supplementation showed an increase in these              

white blood cells not only in the B12 deficient patients but also control patients without any                

notable deficiencies. Similarly vitamin B6, has been implicated in the regulation of the immune              

responses that are associated with a wide range of diseases through the production of              

antibodies. Antibodies are the components of the immune system involved with pathogen            

detection. Previous studies have indicated that vitamin B6 deficiency is a very common             

phenomenon especially among women of childbearing age as well as the elderly and             

overcoming this deficiency through supplementation can help improve antibody production.  

Vitamin C most famously contributes to immune defense by supporting various           

cellular functions of the immune system. The first line of immune defense includes the physical               

and chemical barriers that attempt to block the entry of pathogens into the body. A deficiency in                 

vitamin C deregulates these barriers that act to protect against pathogens and increase the              

susceptibility to infection and severity of its symptoms. Furthermore, during an infection, the             

level of vitamin C decreases and thus the requirements of an infected person increases with the                

severity of the infection. Various studies showed that supplementation with a high dose of              

vitamin C not only improves the initial barrier defense but also supports the production of white                

blood cells and antibodies to reduce the severity and duration of an infection. Prophylactic              
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prevention of infection requires daily saturating levels of vitamin C intake, which optimize cell              

and tissue levels in preparation for potential infections and to compensate for the increased              

demand for vitamin C during an infection. Prophylactic prevention of infection requires dietary             

vitamin C intakes that provide at least adequate, if not saturating plasma levels (i.e., 100–200               

mg/day), which optimize cell and tissue levels. In contrast, treatment of established infections             

requires significantly higher (gram) doses of the vitamin to compensate for the increased             

inflammatory response and metabolic demand. 

Vitamin D has many roles in immunity. However, a significant body of work             

suggests that the RDA for vitamin D is unlikely to raise serum levels needed for adequate                

function of the immune system. Fortunately, a substantial collection of very high quality research              

has demonstrated that supplementing with high doses of vitamin D can reduce the risk of               

respiratory tract infections, tuberculosis and influenza in adults and children. Some of the roles it               

performs includes inhibition of bacterial entry by stimulating the expression of some            

antimicrobial peptides in epithelial cells. Vitamin D also improves the integrity of mucosal             

membranes of the gastrointestinal tract and increases the expression of anti-inflammatory           

cytokines to name a few.  

Mineral Complex 

The mineral complex includes zinc and selenium for their collective roles in            

immunity. 136% of the RDA of zinc and 364% of the RDA of selenium is included in Immune                  

Factor™. Zinc is known to play a central role in the immune system. It is well documented that                  
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zinc-deficient patients had severe immune dysfunctions and are susceptible to a variety of             

pathogens. The immunologic mechanisms of zinc have been studied for several decades with the              

effects including the maintenance of the structural and functional integrity of external and             

internal surfaces, the development of white blood cells that are involved with the pathogen              

destruction and reducing free radical-induced damage during the inflammatory process. Using           

these mechanisms, clinical studies have shown that zinc supplementation can reduce the duration             

of the common cold in both children and adults.  

Dietary selenium is an essential micronutrient that affects various aspects of           

human health including optimal immune responses. Through its incorporation into          

selenoproteins, selenium is involved in antioxidation, the maturation of white blood cells, and             

exerting anti-inflammatory effects. Experimental studies have shown selenium to be able to            

reduce the virulence of viruses upon exposure and also reducing viral shedding. In a study of                

healthy non-deficient men, a diet high in selenium was able to elicit a 2.5 fold increase in                 

antibody production after a viral load. The high selenium group also noted improved white blood               

cell production and activity. The notion that selenium can enhance the immune system has been               

supported by a variety of studies involving aging immunity and protection against certain             

pathogens.  

Other Compounds 

Immune Factor™ formulation is enhanced by two additional immune-supporting         

ingredients. The amino acid glutamine is the most abundant and versatile amino acid in the               
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body. Research has shown that in health and disease, the rate of glutamine consumption by               

immune cells is extremely high. In fact, a decreasing level of glutamine in the blood leads to a                  

reduction in white blood cell and antibody production. Due to its substantial utilization during              

infection, supplementation of glutamine before the onset of infection has been shown to prevent              

it in human trials and animal experiments simply by preventing glutamine deficiency.            

Concerning the mechanism of action, glutamine regulates the expression of several genes of             

proteins responsible for white blood cell function, cell defence, and repair regulators. Immune             

Factor™ packs 3 grams of glutamine to cover this benefit.  

The final Pièce De Résistance of Immune Factor™ comes in the form of             

Echinacea purpurea plant extract (6:1). An age-old perennial traditional medicinal herb with            

important immunostimulatory and anti-inflammatory properties, especially with the alleviation         

of cold symptoms. Validated claims include helping to fight off infections, relieve symptoms of              

colds and other upper respiratory tract infections and shorten the duration of such infections.              

There are numerous studies on the effects of Echinacea that indicate that the immune system is                

strengthened against pathogenic infections. The immunostimulant activity of the plant is caused            

by several mechanisms including the activation of cells involved with pathogen clearance, and             

the enhancement of respiratory activity that results in improving white blood cell mobility. The              

complex chemical composition of the roots and herbs of Echinacea involves alkamides,            

ketoalkenes, caffeic acid derivatives, polysaccharides and glycoproteins which are believed to be            

responsible for noted immunostimulatory and anti-inflammatory activities. From a clinical          

perspective, an exploratory meta-analysis that investigated 24 validated human trials of           
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Echinacea on the prevention of the cold virus concluded that this extract can reduce the risk of                 

catching a cold by between 10% to 20%. With a 6:1 potency, the 150mg contained in Immune                 

Factor™ has the effects of 900 mg, a clinically validated dose.  

Conclusion 

Immune Factor™ is packed full of only essential vitamins, minerals, and other            

clinically proven ingredients that have decades of established research. Unlike other fly by night,              

bandwagon immunoboosters with unheard of ingredients, Immune Factor™ is a grounded           

research-based formula. This unique combination of vitamins B6, B12, C and D, zinc, selenium,              

glutamine and Echinacea each contribute to optimizing the perfect immune system to be             

adequately prepared when exposed to pathogens. Collectively, they function to actively kill off             

microbes before they enter into the body, reinforce barriers to reduce pathogen entry, improve              

pathogen detection by increasing antibody production upon exposure, improve white cell           

production and activity to fight off active pathogens, decrease symptoms with anti-inflammatory            

and antioxidant activities and enhance the elimination of pathogens to shorten the duration of              

infection. Altogether, Immune Factor™ addresses every possible feature of the immune system,            

safely naturally and effectively.  
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